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Introduction. 
 

1 My full name is Richard Spencer English.  My partner and I have resided at 

number 125 Waimairi Road for 17 years. 

2 Our property is bounded to the west by the University of Canterbury’s (UoC) 

Dovedale campus and to the north by the pedestrian acessway from Waimairi 

Road to the Dovedale campus. The entry to our driveway is diametrically across 

Waimairi Road from 112 Waimairi Road (#112)  

Scope of Statement. 

3 My statement covers five main issues viz: 

3.1      The incompatibility of a number of activities permitted under the 

Special Purpose (Tertiary Education) Zone (SPTEZ) with those 

of the surrounding residential properties in close proximity to 

#112. 

3.2 The potential for the incompatibility with the surrounding 

properties of any building, or buildings, permitted on the site 

under the SPTEZ rules. 

3.3 The removal of the present residential coherence of the area 

and the isolation of numbers 108, 108A and 110 Waimairi Road 

from the other residential properties. 

3.4 The failure of the University to provide any compelling rationale 

for the proposed change or any details of its proposed future use 

for the site other than as a speculative, additional link between 

the Ilam Fields and the Dovedale Campus  

3.5 The consequent introduction of uncertainty surrounding the 

remaining properties in the immediate vicinity of #112 and the 

wider area. 
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Statement Summary. 

4 UoC is a very large organisation not only in terms of the numbers of staff and 

students but also in its physical presence in the area. Consequently the 

activities of UoC have the potential to impact significantly on the amenity values 

of the surrounding neighbourhood.   

5 UoC is now a business provider of education services operating in a cost 

competitive market. Accordingly UoC’s fiscal viability can only be achieved by 

an increasingly commercial focus being placed on its activities.  

6 I suggest therefore than any assessment of the UoC proposal has to be made 

from the standpoint of it being a commercial proposition, much like any other 

commercial activity. 

7 In a planning sense, the activities permitted under the SPTEZ span a very wide 

range, with a potentially commensurately wide range of impacts on the hosting 

environment. 

8 If the re-zoning proposal was granted, the surrounding properties would 

therefore be subject to significant and on-going uncertainty as to the type(s) of 

activity that might occur on the property at #112. 

9 The form, scale, and impacts of each of these activities are major determinants 

of the activities compatibility with the surrounding environment. This is 

particularly so in the case of the UoC proposal where the subject site is small 

and residential properties are in very close proximity. I submit that this is an 

untenable situation and on these grounds alone the proposal should be 

declined. 

10 I submit that the rules for the SPTEZ with respect to built form, including 

matters such as height, bulk and privacy are inherently incompatible with the 

relevant outcomes anticipated for the residential zones. 

11 I further submit therefore that, should the proposal be granted, any building, or 

buildings, erected at #112 should conform to the built form rules pertaining to 

the Residential Suburban Density Transition Zone (RSTDZ) which are currently 

those that relate to #112. 
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12 The SPTEZ rules allow UoC to effectively offset the impacts of an activity in one 

area against another area of its combined campuses.  

13 For example, car parks that might be required as a result of a development at 

#112, could be provided elsewhere on the campus. This would inevitably result 

in additional vehicles parking on the already congested streets surrounding 

#112.  

14 Coherence of local character and activity within an area reinforces a sense of 

identity and community within a neighbourhood. 

15 The UoC proposal however has the potential to damage the current, local 

residential coherence. In particular the proposal isolates numbers 108, 108A 

and 110 Waimairi Road from the remainder of the residential properties. The 

proposal therefore runs counter to good planning.  

16 UoC states that there are two elements to the rationale for their re-zoning 

proposal. These are “administration” simplification and the potential provision of 

an additional point of access between the Ilam fields and the UoC Dovedale 

Campus.  

17 At face value the argument with respect to administration simplification would 

appear to be not unreasonable. However when the complexity of specific rules, 

under either the SPTEZ or RSTD zoning pertaining specifically to small, 

isolated sites are considered, the level of administrative simplification gained by 

the proposed re-zoning is at best small, if indeed any does exist at all. 

18 UoC evidence states that “[S]hould the demand exist to create an additional 

access across the Campus at this point, then the rezoning to SPTE Zone would 

enable this to be established without any restrictions.” 

19 The provision of such an accessway is purely speculative and in practical terms 

unlikely to eventuate given the geometry of and traffic flows on Waimairi Road.  
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20 This potential crossing was proposed by UoC approximately two years ago. It 

was subsequently agreed by all parties that the original proposal was perhaps 

ill-conceived and that the most efficient point to establish a crossing was at the 

point where the existing northern pathway across Ilam Fields meets Waimairi 

Road at Dovedale Avenue. 

21 Subsequently a light controlled, pedestrian crossing has been established by 

the Council with a view to shortly incorporating it into the new UniCycle route.  

22 I understand that there have been no intimations from the UoC at recent 

meetings with the Council with respect to the proposed UoC Traffic Master Plan 

that UoC might want to establish an additional crossing of Waimairi Road in the 

vicinity of #112. I further understand that the latter topic would have been 

particularly pertinent to the overall discussions with the Council should it have 

been a possibility, albeit in the future. 

23 One could be forgiven therefore for thinking that the “proposed” accessway is 

purely speculative and that it is therefore just a seemingly convenient device on 

which to hang the proposal for the re-zoning of #112. 

24 The re-zoning, if granted, would create a long term uncertainty as to the use of 

the site, which might vary over time. This is in contrast to the known, long term 

outcomes where the site is zoned RSDT. 

25 Such uncertainty is not conducive to both the short and long term well being of 

the immediately neighbouring properties or the wider community. This 

uncertainty could also lead to a general deterioration of amenity and property 

values in the immediate vicinity of #112 and could ultimately spread outwards to 

impact negatively on the wider area. This phenomenon is frequently referred to 

as “blighting”. It is unclear if UoC are mindful of this impact. 

26 Whilst recognising that the current situation is perhaps ‘hybrid’ in nature, I 

suggest that the UoC proposal is akin to a Private Plan Change (PPC) and as 

such I also suggest that it should be evaluated using similar criteria to those for 

a PPC. 
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27 As I understand it, under normal PPC situations it would have been the UoC’s 

responsibility to provide an S32 report. Instead UoC have deferred to the 

Council document which does not contain an evaluation of a number of issues, 

including, in particular, a robust comparison of the overall effects of the 

proposal in relation to the status quo. 

28 Again, as I understand the matter, for a PPC to succeed it has to clearly 

demonstrate that the change will result in an overall societal and / or 

environmental gain over the status quo. Given that the supposed advantages 

relating to the proposal are small, if not illusionary, but the negative impacts on 

the neighbourhood are real, the application fails at that point. 

29 Accordingly, for all the reasons I have covered above, I submit that the proposal 

should be declined in toto. 

 

Statement in General. 

Opening Remarks. 

30 The UoC is a very large organisation, not only in terms of the numbers of staff 

and students but also in its physical presence in the area. Consequently the 

activities of UoC have the potential to impact significantly on the amenity values 

of the surrounding neighbourhoods. It is therefore important that a careful 

balance is maintained between the positive outcomes of the UoC’s activities 

and its impacts on the hosting communities.  

31 Whilst the underlying educational functions of tertiary education facilities such 

as UoC have remained unchanged over time, the same could not be said for 

the method of funding. Whereas once funding was entirely from government 

sources, it has now moved into a situation where funding is derived only 

partially from government and is increasingly sourced from student fees, 

alliances with external providers, commercial sponsorship of research, and debt 

funding.  
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32 The philosophy behind the education function has consequently changed from 

one of altruism (in its widest sense) to one of a business provider of education 

services. This has placed UoC into a cost competitive market situation which 

has consequently had marked ramifications for its modus operandi. Just like 

any other business, in order to exist, UoC now has to be fiscally viable. In the 

present funding environment the latter can only be achieved by an increasing 

commercial focus being placed on its activities.  

33 Dr Rod Carr, Vice Chancellor of UoC, acknowledged this matter in his earlier 

evidence to this Panel where he noted that the University “….is an extensive 

business…” that must “… remain focussed on its economic viability.” (1) Dr Carr 

also noted that the University “… is expected by the Government, on the receipt 

of core Government funding, to be self sufficient. Accordingly the focus of any 

university is on proper fiscal management and efficient use of assets.” (2) 

34 To summarise, pressures on the UoC to act more as a business rather than an 

altruistic organisation have increased such that the former is now a major factor 

in the strategic decisions taken by UoC. 

35 I am not debating here the pro’s and cons of any particular funding mechanism 

for UoC but rather highlighting that there are, today, significant commercial 

pressures on UoC that did not exist in the past. The consequences of this 

change are potentially far reaching in a number of areas, some of which are of 

particular significance in the context of the UoC proposal with respect to #112.   

36 I believe therefore that any decision relating to the UoC proposal needs to be 

mindful of the change in the methods of funding, the consequent pressures on 

UoC to act as a commercially driven entity and the ramifications of the latter not 

only on the immediately adjacent properties to #112 but also on the surrounding 

neighbourhood. 

 

________________________ 

(1) Para 17,  Evidence of Dr Roderick Marshall Carr, pCRDP Stage 2: Special Purposes (Tertiary Education) 

Zone – 20th October 2015. 

(2)           ibid., Para 18. 
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37 I note that the Christchurch City Council (the Council) have not in effect 

‘adopted’ the UoC proposal. I support the Council’s inference that the proposal 

is more in the way of a Private Plan Change (3) and should accordingly be 

treated procedurally likewise. 

38 I wish to record my thanks to the Panel for their direction that the UoC proposal 

be notified separately from Stage 2 and for the opportunity therefore to provide 

a submission on the matter.  

SPTEZ Activities. 

39 The current pCRDP definition for Tertiary Education and Research Activity 

states that: 

“Tertiary education and research activity means the use of land and / or 

buildings for: 

(a)   the provision of teaching or training and/or related research;  

(b)   commercial research and laboratories; and 

(c) ancillary retailing, cultural, recreation and entertainment facilities, 

offices and accommodation facilities.” 

40 In a planning sense, this definition spans a very wide range of permitted 

activities, with a potentially commensurately wide range of impacts on the 

hosting environment, particularly in view of the commercial pressures that UoC 

is placed under because of the changes in the funding mechanisms. 

41 The form and scale of each of these activities are major determinants of the 

impacts and hence the activities compatibility or otherwise with the surrounding 

residential environment. This is particularly so in the case of the UoC proposal 

where the subject site is small and residential properties are in very close 

proximity.  

 

___________________________ 

(3)  “ Memorandum of Counsel filed in advance of the Pre-hearing Meeting for the re-zoning of 112 Waimairi Road”  

12 September 2016 – Christchurch City Council. 
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42 If the re-zoning proposal was granted, the surrounding properties would 

therefore be subject to significant and on-going uncertainty as to the type(s) of 

activity that might occur on the property at #112. Accordingly there would be 

equal uncertainty as to the scale of any impacts resultant on these activities. I 

submit that this is an untenable situation and on these grounds alone the 

proposal should be declined. 

Built Form and Privacy  

43 I submit that the rules for the SPTEZ with respect to built form, including 

matters such as height, bulk and coverage were not formulated with small sites 

such as #112 in mind. These rules are therefore almost inherently incompatible 

with the relevant outcomes anticipated for the residential zones. 

44 In particular the SPTEZ rules provide for a maximum building height for the 

area “west of Ilam Road” of 16m whereas the equivalent figure within the 

RSDTZ is 8m. Clearly a building of 16m height would be out of context, and 

would detrimentally dominate the area if constructed at #112  

45 Further the RSTDZ rules make reference to “privacy” requirements. Equivalent 

requirements do not occur in the SPTEZ rules, leaving those residential 

properties adjacent to #112 open to a significant loss in the levels of privacy 

they currently, and have a reasonable expectation to continue to, enjoy  

46 I further submit therefore that, should the proposal be granted, any building, or 

buildings, erected at #112 should conform to the built form rules pertaining to 

the Residential Suburban Density Transition Zone (RSTDZ) which are currently 

those that relate to #112. 

Parking and Site Coverage. 

47 The SPTEZ rules are unfortunately formulated such that the UoC has, given the 

extensive nature of its combined campuses, the ability to effectively offset the 

impacts of an activity in one area against another part of its overall site. This 

was acknowledged by the Panel in its earlier SPTEZ decision with respect to 

parking requirements and their locations(4)  

__________________________ 

(4)  Decision 19 – Special Purpose Zones (Part) – Stage 2 (paras 49 and 50) 

(5)  Evidence of Ms P Lemon – 21st September 2016 – Para 26 
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48 These rules however do not preclude UoC, for example, from choosing to 

provide car parks elsewhere on the campus. (i.e. remote from #112) that might 

be required as a result of a development at #112. This would inevitably result in 

additional vehicles parking on the already congested streets surrounding #112. 

Indeed Ms Lemon in her evidence noted that “there will be no specific 

requirement to provide car parking on the site.”(5) 

49 In theory UoC could also choose to increase the site coverage at #112 to 100% 

by claiming that #112 is part of the Ilam Fields. The current ‘coverage’ of Ilam 

Fields is well below the permitted maximum and could therefore, 

mathematically, readily incorporate additional ‘ 100% coverage’ at #112 without 

breaching the rule for Ilam Fields as a whole. This is clearly anomalous. 

50 Both the Council and UoC have latterly proposed that the site coverage rules 

for #112 be amended to a maximum of 35%, excluding any paved areas. The 

rule pertaining to the Ilam Fields section of SPTEZ is 30%, but this includes all 

paved areas. The potential difference in effect between the two rules is large. 

Interestingly no justification has been given for this proposed rule change for 

#112. 

51 .Accordingly should the zoning change be accepted, which obviously I oppose, 

any parking requirements generated by #112 should be accommodated on that 

site and the coverage rule should remain as per the remainder of the 

appropriate SPTEZ  (i.e. maximum 30% including paved surfaces.) 

Residential Coherence 

52 Local character and activity coherence within a neighbourhood: 

• Reinforces a sense of identity among the residents of that 

neighbourhood. 

• Encourages people to become actively involved in managing their 

neighbourhood. 

• Enhances natural surveillance and security. 

• Can be associated with lower crime and greater safety.(6) 

_____________________  

(5)   Evidence of Ms P Lemon – 21 / 9/16 – Para 26 

(6)  “The economic, environmental and social benefits of urban design – Summary” – MfE – June 2005 
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53 Indeed “[T]here is widespread agreement that good urban design responds to 

and maintains local character. There is strong evidence that the presence of 

local character encourages community life and reactivates people's sense of 

identity with their particular neighbourhood.” (6)  

54 The UoC proposal however has the potential to damage the current residential 

coherence of the section of Waimairi Road adjoining #112. In particular the 

proposal isolates numbers 108, 108A and 110 Waimairi Road from the 

remainder of the residential properties. The proposal therefore runs counter to 

good planning as defined by the outcomes I described in paras 52 and 53. 

55 Whilst I accept the Council reporting officers point, and that of Ms Lemon, that 

the RSDT Zone residential coherence “standards require that adjoining 

residential activities are left with at least one residential neighbour”, under the 

circumstances peculiar to the site I query whether there is any practical 

difference in the effects of either one or two residences being isolated. Should 

the re-zoning proceed the properties at numbers 108, 108A and 110 Waimairi 

Road would be surrounded by SPTEZ land. 

56 I consider the points made by both Mr Baird for the Council and Ms Lemon with 

regards to alleyways / accessways breaking ‘coherence’ as being irrelevant. 

Under the circumstances currently being debated these accessways have no 

practical impact on the level of coherence of the area. 

Rationale for UoC Proposal. 

57 Ms Sonia Baker in her evidence on behalf of UoC states that there are two 

elements to the UoC rationale for their re-zoning proposal. These are 

“administration” simplification and the provision of an additional point of access 

between the Ilam fields and the UoC Dovedale Campus. I address these two 

points in the following paragraphs. 

58 Ms Baker states that [T]he rezoning of 112 Waimairi Road will enable the 

University to have one zoning across its land holdings and simplify the 

administration of its properties. It will make it far easier for the University to plan 

for future changes if all its properties are subject to the same planning 

regime.”(7) 
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59 At face value this would appear to be not an unreasonable comment. However 

when the specific rules, under either the SPTEZ or RSTD zoning relating 

specifically to the small, isolated site at No. 112 are considered and compaired, 

the level of administrative simplification gained by the proposed re-zoning is, I 

would suggest, at best small if indeed any does exist at all. 

60 At para 14 of her evidence Ms Baker states that “[S]hould the demand exist to 

create an additional access across the Campus at this point, then the rezoning 

to SPTE Zone would enable this to be established without any restrictions.” 

61 Setting aside the detrimental impact the establishment of such an accessway  

“without any restrictions” would have on the neighbouring properties, the 

provision of such is purely speculative and in practical terms unlikely to 

eventuate given the recent history of the geometry of and traffic flows on 

Waimairi Road, which is designated in the pCRDP as being ‘arterial’ in nature. 

62 This potential crossing was proposed by UoC approximately two years ago. It 

was subsequently agreed by all parties that the original proposal was perhaps 

ill-conceived and that the most efficient place to establish a crossing was at the 

point where the existing northern pathway across Ilam Fields meets Waimairi 

Road at Dovedale Avenue.(8) (Please refer to Appendix 1 for a locality map.) 

63 Subsequently a light controlled, pedestrian crossing has been established by 

the Council with a view to shortly incorporating it into the new, major UniCycle 

route that begins in Ilam, traverses the UoC at the northern edge of the Ilam 

Fields, through to University Drive, eventually terminating in the city centre. 

64 I understand that discussions have very recently been held between UoC and 

the Council finalising details of the UoC overall Traffic Master Plan in general 

and the UniCycle route in particular.(9) I further understand that there have been 

no intimations from the UoC at these meetings that they might want to establish 

an additional crossing of Waimairi Road in the vicinity of #112. The latter would, 

I gather, have been particularly pertinent to the overall discussions with the 

Council should it have been a possibility, albeit in the future.(9) 

________________________ 

(7) Evidence Ms S Baker – 21 / 9 /16 - Para 13 

(8)  Pers comm. Sander Kriek, Stakeholder Relations Advisor, UoC – 16 / 10/ 14 

(9) Pers.comm.: Ms J Rankin, Project Manager - Major Cycleway Routes, Christchurch City Council  - 22 / 9 /16 
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65 One could be forgiven therefore for thinking that the “proposed” accessway is 

purely speculative and that it is just a convenient device on which to hang the 

proposal for the re-zoning of #112. 

Uncertainty. 

66 As I noted at para 32 the permitted activities in the SPTEZ spans a very wide 

range with a potentially commensurately wide range of impacts on the hosting 

environment. Setting aside the potentially spurious accessway proposal, the re-

zoning, if granted, would therefore create a long term uncertainty as to the use 

of the site, which might vary over time. This is in contrast to the known, long 

term outcomes where the site is zoned RSDT. 

67 For example, under SPTEZ the site could initially be used for say student 

accommodation, but this could be changed to lecture space or an entertainment 

facility such as a café or bar. The site could also be used for car parking or, as 

UoC note, an additional accessway to the Ilam Fields. The impacts on the local 

community of each of these activities are potentially different in both form and 

scale. 

68 Such uncertainty is not conducive to the short and long term well being of the 

immediate neighbours or the wider community. Under such circumstances it is 

not uncommon for upgrading and / or property maintenance decisions by the 

effected parties to be postponed or even abandoned. Indeed Mr Southen, I 

understand, makes this point in his evidence. 

69 This can, in turn, lead to a general deterioration of amenity and property values 

in the immediate vicinity of the site creating the uncertainty and can, ultimately 

spread outwards to impact negatively on the wider area. This phenomenon is 

frequently referred to as “blighting”. It is unclear if UoC are mindful of this 

impact of their proposal. 

Private Plan Changes and the Proposal. 

70 Whilst I defer to the Panel’s planning experience, and in recognising that the 

current situation is perhaps ‘hybrid’ in nature, may I suggest that the UoC 

proposal is akin to a Private Plan Change (PPC) and as such I suggest that it 

should be evaluated using similar criteria to those used for PPCs. 
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71 Although the Council have drafted the S32 report, as I understand it, under 

normal PPC situations it would have been the UoC’s responsibility to provide 

such a document.  Instead, in this case, UoC have deferred to the Council 

document which not unsurprisingly, given that the Council have little or no 

knowledge of the advantages of the proposal to UoC, does not contain an 

evaluation of a number of issues.(10), including in particular a comparison of the 

overall effects of the proposal in relation to the status quo. 

72 Neither the Council S32 report, nor its officer’s evidence, nor more particularly 

the evidence presented by UoC provide a robust overall evaluation of the 

proposal. 

73 Again as I understand the matter, for a PPC to succeed it has to clearly 

demonstrate that the change will result in an overall societal and / or 

environmental gain over the status quo. Given that the supposed advantages 

relating to the proposal are small, if not illusionary, but the negative impacts on 

the neighbourhood are real, the application falls at this point alone. 

Concluding Comments. 

74 The SPTEZ provides for, as of right, an extremely wide variety of activities, 

many of which are not compatible with residential properties particularly where 

these are in close proximity. 

75 The potential height, bulk and site coverage, privacy, parking provision and 

hours of operation requirements stipulated for the SPTEZ are not compatible 

with surrounding properties particularly given the restricted nature of the site. 

76 The proposal, if granted, would break up the residential coherence of the area 

in the site’s vicinity and would both physically and in a planning sense isolate 

numbers 108, 108A and 110 from the remaining residences. 

___________________________ 

(10)  “A guide to section 32 of the Resource Management Act” p65:   Ministry or the Environment – December 2014 
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77 The UoC proposal introduces a significant degree of detrimental uncertainty as 

to the future of the properties along Waimairi Road that are in proximity to the 

site, and hence also the wider area. 

78 The UoC has failed to provide any compelling rationale for the proposed 

change or any details of its proposed future use for the site other than as a, 

very speculative, additional link between the Ilam Fields and the Dovedale 

Campus.  

79 Further the UoC have failed to provide any overall assessment of the proposal 

as it relates to the status quo. In reality the supposed advantages are small, if 

not illusionary, whilst the negative impacts on the neighbourhood are real. 

80 For the reasons I have outlined I therefore submit that the proposal should be 

declined in toto. 

 

 

 

    Richard English. 

    28th September 2016 
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